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Summary
The CERN irtcrsccting
Storage
Rings (TSR) produced
the first
proton-proton
collisions
at 15 GeV on
These tests
and other
earlier
ones
,January 27, 1971.
with beam in only one ring are described.
Further
data
and observations
during
the continuing
running-in
period
are included.
1.

Introduction

Pl-OtOllS at an energy of 15 GeV were made to collide
head-on
f’ol thr first
time,
on cJanuary 27, jn the
Intersecting
Stcrage
Rings (ISR) at CERN. ‘This was the
culmination
iif F f i ve-year
constructi
on programme
and
3 few hc,cl,ic wetk:; of running-in
tests.
I shall
try to
glvr
a short
dP:rription
of how it happenrd,
and also
give a :;u~n~~~a~~g
cf the result,r,
obtained.
However,
for
the benefit
of those of you who have not participated
in earlier
conf’rrences
of this
kind,
I shall
start
by
repeating
a short
general
description.

PHASE OF THE ISR

2.

General

Description

A general
plan of the CERN lntcrsrrting
Fiorage
Rings facility
is shown in Fig. 1.
Two concentric
rings
of magnets,
300 m in diameter,
are interlaced
and
somewhat distorted
in order to intersect
at eight
locations
where the beams cross each other
at an angle of
The protons
are first
accelerated
in the
about 15O.
CERN Proton
Synchrotron
(CPS) to the desired
energy
for
which can be from 10 to 28 GeV and may be different
each of the storage
rings.
They are ejected
from the
CPS into a transfer
channel,
containing
many magnets
for steering
and focusing
the beams and, at the fork,
a switching
magnet allows
them to go either
right
or
left
into one or other
of the rings.
To obtain
suff’icicnt
intensity
for colliding-beam
experiments
, it, is planricc? to fill
each of the rings
with about 4 x 10 l4 protons,
equivalent
to a circulating
current
of 20 A. To attain
this
intensity,
many
successive
pulses
from the CPS are stacked
in the
storage
rings
and a radio-frequency
system is needed to
do this.
A pulse from the CPS enters
one of the
storage
rings
at the inner
side of its vacuum chamber,
the RF system then accelerates
it to an orbit
near the
outer side where it rem&s
while
the next pulse enters
and is nccelcr,al,rd
to a position
very cl.os~ to the
prcv 1out onr . At l,lie p,vscnt
intensity
lcvcl :; P1’ thtto bc :;i,n~~l:rtl
CK ) ~~llWli> !iOC I’ul:i~‘s would hrt rcqui-red
Th 1'!i tlt’:Llll WCll.11
111 : wli r i nf:.
11 t l!(in tJ(-’ ;L1~c~ut,‘i c’m W:.iifA
1” L’.
:u1d
m. 1:i {:11, b:; t I! i! 13lf‘I~l’~lli Ill’! :;p‘L’:lll
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Table
-_

I

Main Parameters of the ISR
Number of rings
Clrcumlerence
of rmgs
Number of InterSeCtiOnS
Length of long straight seclton
IolerSect~on angle at crossing points
Maxcmum energy 01 each beam

2
942 66 m
8
lG8 m
14 7805
78 GeV

Magnd
(one
1lnQi
-_
.--

_-

Maximum l!eld at equ!librlum
MaxImum Current to magnet
MaxImum power dissipation
Number of magnet perIodi
Number of superpermds
Total welghl of steel
Total weight of cooper
(one
--R F System
-..~ ring)
Number of rf cav~lles
Harmomc number
Centre frequency al r I
Maximum peak ( I vollage

orbit
co!ls

per turn

12 kG
3750 A
704 MW
48
5000 toll
560 ton

30
3 53 MHz
20 kV

Vacuum System
Vacuum chamber ma1erldl
Vacuum chamber ms!de dimensions
Qesrgn pressure oulslde lnlersectlon regions
Design pressure mside mierSeclion regions

Fig.
Plan

of the

1
TSR site

low carbon Sta~rlless steel
160 x 52 mm’
10 ’ forr
10 10 $0 10 ” lorr

Some of the chief
parameters
of the CERB-ISR are
shown in Table I.
The main magnets combine the functions
of bending
and focusing
as in present-day
highwindings
and auxiliary
energy synchrotrons
; poleface
magnets are included
for correction
and beam manipu-
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Because the beams must remain circulating
in
latlon.
appreciabsle
loss
for :several
hcurs without
the r;ngs
from scattering,
the oa:uum requirements
are very
The main parts
of the machine were designed
stricgent.
of 10-9 tom and are actually
now at
to be a; pressures
At the intersection
regions,
pressures
. 10-10 ton.
of 10-11 torr
arc reeded to reduce backgro-m3
from gas
scattering
that srould be deleter6ous
to the experiments,
ani these pressllres
have also been achieved.
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3.

Progress

2

February,

of

1971

Construction

ionstruction
on the TSR began in 19ci; anil was
scheduled
for completion
in 1971.
Ey the end of 1970
all major components
were in place and had gone through
systems tests.
Major work remaining
for ccmpletion
were the bake-out
of the vacuum chamber in Ring II,
some parts
of the controls
and a certain
amount of catling.
Most of this
is now complete
(March,
1971).
Fig. 2 shows the ISR site
in February,
1971, and Fig. 3
is a representative
photo from inside
the tunnel,
with a
crossing
point
ard the pit be1zw the beam.
To the right
on the picture,
the transfer
tunnel
is also visible,
where it joins
the main tunnel.

Junps
to

mwlrd+.
widened on Inside
18 m wide,
2.4 m deep.

The interaction
regions
are numbered consecutively
syarting
from the one nearest
in a clockwise
direction,
the CI'S.
Some of the characteristics
of these regions
The regions
numbered 1 and 4
are listed
in Table II.
are enclosed
by fairly
large
experimental
halls
where
has been increased
by
the beam height
above the floor
The
means of pits built
below the crossing
points.
ha:1 at region
!I also has an annex that can be used as
a courting
room and assembly
area for experimental
of the hall
A-z region
1, where the width
equipment.
will
accommodate experiments
at large
angles,
considerable flexibility
in arrangement
is possible
through
surrounding
the beams with demountable
shielding.
At
ncrmal width
of 15 m has
regions
2 and 8, the tunnel's
been extended
an extra
3 m on the inside
and there
are
also pits below the beams.

?ig.

of
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3

Interior
view of the ISR tunnel
at
intersection
region
I 2 where some
the initial
experiments
arc being installed

4.
a)

E:tr,ly

tests

Ct=im 'Tcsl,:;
in the

in

i.tie

Beam-Transfer

IX;
System

Pro%ons were fir,st
ejected
from the CT'S on
on a dump;
?itllatcd
23, 1970 :mcl SJCT'P St3ppfd
April
only
30 m downs‘,ream
from
the pnirt
of ejection.
A
nwnber of tests
wcrc mad? to measure hcam chnracterisOn September
3,
tics
and to chesck diagnostic
equipment.
the fir:;t
pulse p;lssed through
the full
1100 m length
of
With
ore oi' the t~ana?~?" lines
to a temporary
stop.
all magnets set to the calculated
values
the benm was
5 mm nf the centre
of the last
observcri
7.0 he within
passes1
successfully
On September
2i., the hear.
monitor.
;hrough
the other transfer
line.
Extensive
measurements
showed good agreement
between the obser-red
ar.d computed beam-optl.cs
properties.
The beam lc.:s along tht channels
was very small.
k)

Tests

ori ISF Ring

i

cf construction
of
IPming last
Sllmm?T , the state
the I:SR was sufficiently
far advanced that,
if ?rio-ity
was then given tti ant ring over the othe-:,
there
might he a gcoc c:rnnce to try for a circulating
beam
in it bcforc
the start
of the scheduled
long shut-down
Accordt~&~,
emphasis was placed
on Ring
of the CT:'.
and a first
t-,.iaL with b.eam was scheduled
for
part, ol the vacu~ll~l system
:it this time,
Cctober- 29.
was sti-1
unbaked,
so conditions
were rloi optimum.
Yeve+,helcss,
the pressure
was a few times lO+torr.

!

In all the early
test runs,
the momentum was
cf
15 &V/c
an-i, for most of' them, only a fraction
These conditions
each CPS pulse was sent Lo the ISR.
were imposed @I a desire
to have minim:ur interference
with the CP:: opcr,ation
and its expcrimcnt;l
prog~ammc.

field.
Preliminary
measurements
on stacking
efficiency
gave an Overall
figure
of 70%. '*J:th low-intensity
beam
from the CPS, the equivalent
of 80 pulses
(650 ml) was
stacked.
Extensive
studies
cf beam lifetime
in these tests
indicated
a fair,ly
strong
deperdence
csn intensity.
T_CWintensity
beams showed losses
of less than 0.1s peminute whe-:eas losses
of one or two order.:; of msgnit.lde
grcatc-r
were obsc-ved
with higher
:rtensities.
When, on ,January 11, the test runs could be reimpcrtant
impro-$emen;s
ir.
sun-d,
Ring I had undergcne
two respects : the whole ring had been baked,
and the
average pressure
had dropped -to a few times 1Cl-10 tnr-r.
Further,
the clearing
electrodes
were cow operational.
The effect
was spectacular.
On <January 11, when WC
first
stacked
beam to about 0.5 A, the loss rate was
which was alreadjr
an improvement
com2 x m-3 min-l,
pared with two months earlier.
Yowever , when the
clearing
electrodes
were switched
on (* 3 kV) the loss
rate became unmeas.Jrrably
small
(< 10m4 nin-1).
In
later
runs, we stacked
tc
currents
in
the few ampere
range.
The left
part of Fig. 4 shows a typical
Again we found an intensity
dependent
loss
stacking.
rate,
b.Lt still
encouragingly
low, typically
lo-3 ainat: 2 4.
We discovered
another
phenomenon duricg
the
January
runs : when the stack reached
abcut 3 A, and
without
any apparent
saturation
in the stacking
process
the stack intensity
dropped by it considerable
fraction
(the right
part of Fig. 1)).
If we continued
to stack,
the current
increased
again to the value before
the
first
drcp and then produced
a second drop, and so or.
?his c-xrer,t
limitation
was named the "Brick
Wall"
(BN)

In the frrst,
run, mos; 01' tte -Xam-tl-an.;Cersysvnl~ei,
found in the
ten's
magnets -n'crc set to optimal
its final
magnets,
the inprevicus
tests.
Then, vith
jection
system and the main il;R magrei-s set to calcuthe first
pulse to enter Ring I circulated
values,
with ncre than 50% injection
effilated
succcsslully,
Minor adjustments
to the injection
system
ciency.
quickly
increased
the efficiency
to 10'2%. Sut, before
these adjustments
were r,ade, the beam was allcwed
50
circulate
and it remained
in the ring for over
wher. it, was successfully
dumped after
a
20 minutes,
loss of only 30%.

!M
.. .?A

-- ?A

Also during
the first
run,
the RE system was tu?The beam was trapped,
ncd on with calc.ulated
settings.
accelerated
across the aperture
and a stacked
beam of
Measurements
were also made of
35'3 mA was achieved.
the betatror
frequencies;
the values
C$ = 8.61 and
pv = 8.67 me very close to predicted
values.
orbit
was measured,
In the second run, the closed
peak deviations
with no corrections
to the magnet;
i 10 mm, both
were, vertically
+ 4 mm, and horizontally
After
some preliminary
adjustwell within
tolerance.
ments to tie KY system,
stacking
with
full
injected
CPS beam achieved
a circulating
beam in the ISR of
1.5 A, the maximum allowed
withcut
the emergency dumas yet incomplete.
ping system,
I:uring
the subseqncnt
runs thu positions
of resocantes in :he apcrt.Jre
were determined
by observing
losses
in a circ..rlating
beam as it was moved back and
forth , --adially
, by small changes in the main magnetic

___~.~ .~_..-.

Fig.
Right:

!

'Tests

-25mm/G

Rinq ,l

4

Left:
Typical
stacking
A stacking
hitting
the
m Ring

Brick

Wall

II

iy the end cf January,
Ring 11 was as far advanced
as Ring I had -been in October-,
and it was decided
to put
it into operation
on January
25, again mainly
to search
fcr harddare
trouble
at the earliest
possible
moment.
It started
operation
as smooth1.y as Ring I, and showed
in particular,
the loss
very much the same behaviour;
rate of small circulating
currents
(5 100 mA) was very
for the next series
of
low-, which was of importance
tests.
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6)

Collisions

SLmmaz-y of Main

5.

Both rings
were now capabale of being operated
to obtzgc:her.
We felt
that it would be interesting
collisions
betjJeen prcstons
for the first
time,
serve,
But it was perhaps
of equal imporj, the two beams.
tance 70 see if the lifetime
of one beam would be influenced
in any way by the presence
of the other
one.
The momenIt was decided
to try this
on January
27.
The
tum was again chosen a', 15 Gc'Jic in both rings.
schedule
of the C?S allowed
us just 12 hours of beam
time but ) during
the first
half
of this,
only 20% of
the CPS beam (4 out of 20 bunches)
would be available.

It is impossible
to give more than a fraction
of
the results
obtained,
thcref'orc,
the following
is only
a summary.
Many of the results
quoted are the best
ones, because it is belie\red
that they can be reproduced and have, in most cases,
been actually
repr-odused
several
times.

a)

Life

1-l

dI,'dt

time
= unmeasurable

at

= . 0.5

at

x ICI-? min-l

‘ 0.6

P. and lj.

3 CeV/c

2 A and 15. 3 !:eY:!ic

Y - 10-3 m-n-1

<at

2.7

= . 10 -4 min-1

at.

:1. 2 ii 31!(? x.

4 arlti 15.3

~+L:/c

5 GCVf'C

There seems tt.0 be littie
doubt that the decay rate increases
with increasing
circulating
current.
The-e 1.5
an indication
that it decreases
with increasing
energy.
In all the cases quoted,
the average
equivalent
nitrogen pressure
was " 2 x 10-10 torr,
and the clearing
electrodes
were on.

b:

Current

limitations

When we try to stack to high currents
we often meet
the phenomenon tha': in section
4 b) was called
the
Brick
Wall and illustrated
in Fig. 4.
A similar
phenomenon occurs when we stack :o a current
near the EF
value,
without
reaching
it,
and then try to move the
stack a little
inwards
by reducing
the magnetic
field
slightly-.
The losses
seem to be associated
with
severe transverse
cscillations.
'The BW has been found
sensitive
to the sextupole
component in the machine.
The highest
current
(4 A) was reached with an average
pGfi3p
= 3.3 and pdQR/dp = 3.8.
The machine was in
this
case adjusted
to Q-q = 6.85 and 0-h = 8.90 in the
central
orbit.
We tend ix believe
that the BW is a
transverse
insi,doility
due to a beam/wall
ixeraction.

5

Layout
cl" scintillators
of
becam monitor
in crossing

and some Conclusions

3y February
23 the ISR had run a total
of
1522 hours,
most c? the time only with Ring 1. In this
time,
there has been very little
equipment
failure,
and
almost
all the equipment
has worked as predicted.

A stack of 586.6 mA was created
in Ring I, again
(The last
digit
did not
with unmeasurable
loss rate.
A single
shot of
change during
more Than one hour.)
11 bunches was then sent into Ring 11, giving
a circuloss could be
lating
beam of 14.7 mA. No measurable
observed
in this
second beam, and it could soon be concl-xled
that a half-ampere
beam in one ring had no significant
influence
on the lifetime
of a weak beam in
the other ring.

Fig.

Results

the colliding
point
I 5.

Scintillator
counters
had been installed
in two
of :hr crossing
regions
to observe
F-P collisions;
the
arr-angement
in crossing
point
5 is shown in Pig. 5. A
coincidence
Sl + S2 occurring
at the same time as a coincidence
in S3 + S4 would be regissered
as a possible
colliding-beam
event.
With the conditions
given above
for this
very first
trial,
a coincidence
counting
rate
of about 1 s-l was registered
and, with the very smail
loss rate of the two beams, the rate of accidental
coincidences
was a factor
20 smaller.
There was no doubt
that collisions
be',ween 15 &V/c
protons
were being registered.
In fact,
the energy was a little
higher
than
is GeV in the rings,
and the equivalent
accelerator
The
cne-rej; was, therefore,
very close to 500 CeV.
registered
event rate corresponded,
within
a factor
of
made beforehand.
2, to rough estimates

c!:I

Beam-beam interactions
\
on
1I A beam of 2.7 ii in Ring I had no influence
the loss rate of a 25 ail beam in Ring II.
me
loss z-ate of the ;tak
beax during
the experiment was 1.6 x 10
&n-l,
and the experiment
lasted
50 minutes.
ii)

Later
the same day, rates
up to 10 s-1 were
registered
with ccnsiderably
higher
currents
in the
rings.
More detailed
results
are reported
in the next
chaytcr'.
The main conclusion
of the day was that the
ISR can provide
an effec+ive
facility
for research
at
the highesi,
centre-of-mass
energies
available
anywhere
In the world.

d)

Stacking
20 1.9 A in Ring II had no effect
on
a 1.7 A beam z:rculaticg
simultaneously
in
Ring I.

Conditions

for

observing

p-p

collisions

After
the first
observations
of p-p collisions
described
in section
4 d), further
data were taken the
same day under various
conditions
of beam in the two
rings.
Because background
rises
raF<dly
with the rate
of loss of beam, and since Ring II still
had high loss
rates
for high currents,
the best conditions
for observing collisions
were with relatively
small c.xrents
in
this
ring.
Fig. 6 shows the counting
rate as a function
of the product
of the stacked
beam currents
1112
in the two rings.
The highest
vaiue of 110 counts/set.

On Febrxry
17, the energy was raised
for the
first
time to 22.4 GeV/c: in both rings,
and collisions
Again,
were observed
under good back-ground
conditions.
in terms of eqJivalen+
accelerator
energ;i,
this would
be abollt 1.1 TeV.
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was obtained
with II = 2.19 A and I2 = 0.33 A, but with
lower down on
a background
cf about 10%. For points
were only * few percent.
the curve,
the accidentals
3crapir.g
the edges of ?,hc beam in Ring I reduced the
background,
but the best conditions
were obtained
when
the ver:ical
aperture,
was
the beam dump, which lirr.its
touching
the beam and
moved in 53 xhat tt I.rst started
then left
in this
position
to act as a shadow against
straj: particles.

I1 = 2.19 amp.
12= 0.33 amp.
background

-10"10

e)

Miscellaneous

cbservations

Variaticns
of vol';age
on the clearing
electrodes
between 3 and 6 kV do not seem to influence
the loss
rate or the I%'. We do not know ye', at what voltage
the clearing
electrodes
start
lx clear,
nor do we know
if the whole ring is really
cleared
or whether
there
nay still
be un:leareti
pockets.
Although
the vacuum seems not to deteriorate
with
the presence
cf beams of these intensities,
there
are
large
local
pressure
increases
near the RF stations
when the RF voltage
is on in the presence
of a beam.
The pressure
dro~)s to its previous
low values
very
quickly
when the RF is switched
off.
Since this
pressure rise
depends fairly
clearly
on the RF voltage,
as
one would expect with multipactoring,
it is believed
that this may be the cause.

1oc
:ounts/sec

6.

The Future

There have been a large
number of proposals
for
experinents
using the ISR and 11 of these have been
The first
few
accepted
and are in active
preparation.
of these are now being installed
and should start
taking
some preliminary
data very soon.
On April
i3,
the ISR will
stop operation
for almost a month to
carry
out further
installations
for experiments.
From now until
at least
the middle
of the year,
studies
on the aachine
will
have first
priority,
particularly
to investigate
:he observed
intensity
limiloss rates,
and conditions
affecting
backtations,
later
in the year,
it is hoped that,
ground.
However,
emphasis will
shift
to provide
more time for the experimental
grcgrarmne.
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rate in the colliding
of the circulating
currents
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